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Tigers No. 1 In B-Ball
2nd In Other Events

Coach Rudy Davalos gives team winning strategy.

Elliott Next To Fall

Girls'DormSpeculationArises
by Susie Burroughs

For the past four years the

arrival of spring has brought
another arrival with it. That
arrival is the pronouncement
of plans to convert still

another boy's dorm to a co-ed

cloister. The administration is

now trying to decide which

men are evicted from their

dorms to make room for the

new wome students.

Dean of Women Mary Sue

Cushman convincingly states

that no decision has been

reached yet, and almost every

dorm is being considered.

Dean Cushman and Dean of

Students John Webb have

been inspecting dormitories

for the past several weeks
deciding which dorms could

be most easily converted.

Conversion to a women's
dormitory has in the past

meant installation of a kitchen

and laundry facilities, new
lighting fixtures as well as

complete painting of rooms
and halls, luxuries the men's

dormitories infrequently

Rumors as to which dorm
will next go the way of

Benedict, Johnson, Cleveland,

and Hunter are taking the

Mountain by storm. Elliott,

Hoffman, and Tuckaway seem
to be the leading prospects,

but some Sewanee men are

expressing a desire to see the

co-eds quartered in Cannon.
The newest suggestion is

making Courts and Trezevant

into co-ed facilities with

women on the ground floors

Elliott men recently met
with Dean Webb but failed to

discover if their dorm was to

be selected, instead they

provided Dean Webb with a

list of their own suggestions

for improvement, which

would imply Elliott may
remain a male stronghold.

Whatever decision is

nd flo .All

of these idea* l»n.'fil

in the hearts and
Sewanee gents.

definite before ro-

signments can be made i

w proctors selected.

The Sewanee Tigers walked
off with a championship and
two runner-up trophies in last

week's College Athletic
Conference Tournaments held
a Juhan Gymnasium.

Coach Rudy Davaios
'

ROTC Status

Is In Doubt
It has been

recommended that the Air

Force Reserve Officer

Training Corps program be

dropped from the Sewanee
curriculum. Last week
Vice-Chancellor J. Jefferson

Bennett received a letter

inlurmine, him Dial as a result

of a recently-held inspection

of the Sewanee detachment

held pursuant to the Air Force

policy of annually reviewing

each school in the AF-ROTC
program, the local detachment

did not meet the requirement

of ten commissioned officers

last year nor will it do so in the

jpcomingtwo years.

The disestablishment of the

AF-ROTC program would
mean that no new students

would be added to the

program and that the students

presently enrolled would be

allowed to complete their

present program. Total

deactivation will occur in the

summer of 1974.

Dr. Bennett stated, "This

recommendation will be

considered by the
administration and by Lt. Col.

J. E. Jarrell before any definite

decision is made regarding the

program."

Lt. Col. Jarrell said that this

is a decision which is to be

made concurrently by the

Department of the AirForce

and the Office of the

Vice-Chancellor.

Basketball Tigers won all three
of their games in the four team
round-robin tournament and
claimed the CAC
championship in this sport for

the first time since 1966.

The Swimming Team,
under the direction of Coach
Ted Bitondo, came off with a

second place trophy as did

Coach Horace Moore's
wrestlers.

The basketball team

opened up with a win over

Southwestern while

Washington and Lee was
defeating Centre. The second

night, the same two teams

won, only against opposite

opponents. W&L and Sewanee

met Saturday night, both 2-0

in tournament play, and the

Tigers downed the Generals,

89-81, in a closely fought

contest.

Washington and Lee turned

the tables on Sewanee in the

wrestling competition,

though, as they finished first

and Sewanee placed second.

Four Tiger wrestlers won in

their weight classes, however,

as Billy Manning (134 lbs.),

Kevin Lenahan (167 lbs.), Phil

Elder (190 lbs.), and Steve

Higgins (heavyweight) took

titles.

The swimmers also fared

well, breaking three records

Mike Harrison broke the CAC
records in both the 200 yard
Individual Medley and the 400
yard individual Medley and
was' on the 400 yard freestyle

relay team along with Steve

Harris, Don Beighley, and
Mike Wood.

For details of all three of
the CAC tournaments along
with pictures and features, see

this week's sports pages (8-12),

••••••••
This Saturday, March 3,

will be a study day in the

College of Arts and Sciences.

••••••••

Old Friends Hurt By New Cowan Liquors
by Mike Rast

It appears an old tradition

for Sewanee hard core

drinkers may perhaps be

coming to an end; or maybe
not. The recent referendum
which has made the selling ol

wines and liquors legal in

Cowan has created an

alternative to prospective

Sewanee customers who do
'"""""""'»""'*

not prefer to drive the

WHAT'S INSIDE? S' diSta"Ce
'°

p .. - - Most students on the

Mountain, perhaps, are not
Entertainment 6 awar6| or have not paid too
Letters 2 much attention to the fact

On the Road 7 that Cowan now has a place

Rag Man 3 (two places to be exact) from

Sewanee — which alcoholic beverages may

w j Th 7
De purchased. The Valley
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ciewanee students must decide where they will buy these and other delectable
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Gailor Causes

Outrage Again

We have been unceasingly appalled during the past

few weeks as Saga Food Service has broken all records

for inferior and tasteless foods. We have been served

noodle casseroles and rice with greasy gravy until we

are at the point of regurgitation. For some species of

the animal kingdom, frequent regurgitation is a normal

aspect of their digestive systems; for us, it is not.

The problem is that Saga has obviously overdone its

efforts at cutting corners. By way of coining a phrase, it

may be said that Saga is "penny wise and pound

foolish." For example, the cows slaughtered for

Saturday night steaks are so full of muscle that they

must be bovine versions of CharlesA tlas.

We have been served hamburgers so many times that

we feel like we're eating at McDonald sand we don't

deserve that kind of break today 1
.

The chickens purchased by Saga must be freaks of

nature indeed, having twenty wingsand no thighs. And
how on Gods green earth do you make devilled eggs

without yolks?

This publication has been berated for frequently

criticizing the quality of food at Gailor; we expect

these rationalizations to one again come pouring forth

like grease from Gailor kitchens.

However, we feel justified in this perennial bitching,

because the plain fact is that the students are

dissatisfied, and in some cases suffering from slight

malnutrition (and we are not exaggerating on this

point).

It is doubtful that the Tennessee Department of
Public Health would approve of Saga s present mode of

operation. Those wondering about the causes of last

months flu epidemic can find the solution in Gailor.

The communal ice buckets and breadboxes are

analogous to pig troughs.

A recent questionnaire asked students to rate Gailor

from one (helpful) to five (detrimental). In all honesty,

the PURPLE feels that Saga deserves a five, perhaps

Admittedly, Saga is supposed to cut costs for the

University, However, this extreme cutting is

inexcusable whether fault lies with the University or

Saga. We seriously doubt that students would protest

an increase in tuition if it were to be channelled directly

to better quality food. It is absurd for the University to

sacrifice its students' health in the name of economy,
balanced budget, or whatever the latest phrase might
hP

The only likely solution is for some generous soul to

set up a ReliefFund for Starving Sewanee Students.
— R.Dale Grimes

Editor

Xetters to the Editor

To the editor:

I would like to express my
sincere gratitude to the

student body for their

marvelous support at theCAC
Tourney this past weekend.
The enthusiasm at the W&L
game was fantastic and I know
it helped our team to win the

Championship. You showed
without a doubt that our

student body does not have to

take a back seat to any school

as far as support.

We hope to be able to

participate in the NCAA
playoffs. If this does not
occur, however, we will all

have fond memories of a great

season and especially a CAC
Championship sparked by a

tremendous and proud
student body.

— Rudy Davalos

volleyball tournament and to

Knoxville, for the badminton
tournament.

There are several ways to

look at this problem. Either it

is of no consequence to you as

you are not into this type of

thing, or you do not care

either way, or finally, you
would like to contribute to

the Sports news,whichmeans
you do care. Incidentally, this

article is not meant to

underline any athletic

criticisms, but only one aspect

which would remedy a good
deal of the women's troubles.

The women need a

full-time coach. We respect

and desire Mrs. Swasey for

that position. The Physical

Education Department is

always willing to help the

women in that way. We ask it

to take one step further and
give us its hand.

— Joy Davis

To the Editor:

Phys Edu
Department which results in

sending out their women
unprepared.

The women were presented

with a leader this year in the

person of the ever-effervescent

Mrs. Marth Swasey. However,
as she is hired on a part-time

basis, the women must take on
roles otherwise delegated to a

coach. This missing element
was .particularly noticable in

the trips to Cookeville, for the

the situation

concerning Father Ralston has

subsided, maybe I can ask

some questions that would

consideration.

As I understand matters,

Father Ralston was told that

the University would give him

financial aid in order to work
further towards his doctorate.

It seems that a man of Mr.

Ralston's alleged profesional

wholeheartedly accept this

chance to study further. Isn't

that the purpose of a

sabatical? If Mr. Ralston really

wants to stay at Sewanee, I

don't understand why this is

such a price to pay. If Mr.

Ralston doesn't want to

continue teaching at Sewanee,

he should have made
that announcement clear

long ago, so that the noble

efforts of his students might

not have been in vain.

There is another question

which comes to mind. To

freely quote Miss Cissy Lewis,

in the last two O.G. meetings

she has said, "If you just know
what I do about the matter.

There are so many details and
implications that it would take

hours to explain." What are

these details? Miss Lewis's

cliche lacks credibility. It

seems that she is just using her

"knowledge" of so many
things to avoid answering

questions for which she has no
answers. I If there really are

any details or impliciliuns.

someone certainly should

enlighten I he -Indent body, in

{Continued on Page 3)
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Letters to the Editor

(Continued fromPage 2}

all fairness to Mr. Ralston an
everyone else involved. It i

unfortunate that som
students and alurr

kno tude This
immaturity was clearly shown
in the February 22nd 1973
edition of the PURPLE in

which speeches to the Board
of Regents were edited by
their authors because "some
points and issues ... were not

intended for public
knowledge." This issue has

been thrown into the faces of

the students. In these

circumstances, we have the

right to know the whole,

unedited, "Christian" truth! If

there are any extenuating

personal circumstances not

intended for public
knowledge, the crusade should

have been stopped long ago

instead of thriving only part of

the truth.

Now, let's bring up the

matter of tenure. Is tenure not

extended to a teacher who has

taught a certain number of

years in the position of

professor? Mr. Ralston 's

official titles are Visiting

Lecturer and Assistant editor

of the SEWANEE REVIEW,
are they not? Although he

may " have fulfilled the spirit

of tenure, "this does not

entitle him or anyone else to

special consideration.

Another point held by

many student's is that the

"Ph.D. rule" is not applicable

because Father Ralston is such

a fine influence for Sewanee. I

npletely with the

Then

.graduate schools,

and prospective professors and

students are not going to come
to Sewanee and see how many
"Good Guy" professors there

are. Unfortunately the world

does not work like that.

Anyone who does not see that

is a dreamer. The "Ph.D. rule"

is of utmost importance and

applicability.

It seems that many of the

students who are so adamant
about the coat and tie rule and

other Sewanee traditions are

the people saying, "Oh, but

let's make an exception in this

case." This is certainly a

hypocritical and inconsistent

position, to say the least.

Finally, why do students at

Sewanee feel they have the

right, or ability, to run the

affairs of the University? If

you have no faith in the

administration, GET OUT!
Although this may sound like

Dept. Presentations

Departmental
presentations for freshman

and sophomore will be held on

March 8 and 9. These seminars

are designed to help the

student become aware of the

offerings of each department

and ultimately aid in his

decision in choosing a major.

On Thursday, March 8, the

Philosophy Department will

hold its seminar, and on

Friday, March 9, the seminar

will be conducted by the

Economics Department. Both

seminars will be held in the

lecture lounge in duPont

Library, and both will begin at

4:30 PM.
problem, college accreditation

S;7/ Tecau

the rag man
All i

nyth i

Myths grow in proportion to

the emotion a place, person or

incident incites. Myths are

ab-.ir;iciions and in the

myth-making process the

concrete becomes symbolic.

Thus, people often lose their

flesh and become
representational archetypes.

They become symbols of good

and evil. In the imagination of

many, they are either heroes

or demons and no longer mere

In politics, this
myth-making process is most

apparent. Both sides present a

Manichean universe to the

people they wish to persuade.

The choice, they say, is not

between man and man, but

between good and evil, light

and dark, paradise and hell.

Each side believes passionately

that it has the single hold on
Truth, Love and Beauty, and

its opposition has perverted

these ideals or worse is trying

to destroy them. It is curious,

but everyone has God on his

side. Of course, skepticism is

the reaction one should have

when confronted with such

choices, because that is

politics and ideology and no

intelligent man is trapped by

such a simplistic world view.

Ideology, everyone knows, is

for the masses.

Recently, Sewanee has

been in the throes of a huge

controversy. Surprisingly

enough, particular men have

quietly become symbols.

Suddenly, students, Regents,

and alumni find they have to

choose between good and evil.

Robes are found, the actors

assume their roles and the

ancient Manichean battle is

fought again. Unfortunately,

the demons and heroes sling

not spears or arrows, but

taunts and gibes. Emotions

run high in the bitter fight.

Finally, the dust subsides, one

side is triumphant. Is it demon

Those that lose assemble,

crushed of spirit and of heart.

"Ah," they cry, "where is

love? Where is good? Alas, our

fallen innocence." Innocence

is evil done unawares. Love

and good is in each man and all

men and both wolf and
shepherd.
- It is sad, but most things

destroyed are done by people

who passionately love them.

The Sewanee basketball

team scored a tremendous
victory Saturday and so did

Sewanee's fans. They showed

a wonderful bias towards the

team. Sewanee's school spirit

is often latent and one

wonders sometimes if it is even

there. Everyone usually hears

complaints about this or that

and It becomes discouraging,

and, even more than that,

terribly boring after a while.

But there was no quelling <>f

the spirit and enthusiasm

Saturday night. It is great to

know that we are Number
One!

a "Love it or leave it" attitude,

there is quite a distinction

between making suggestions

and deciding policy or

demanding resignations of the

administrators, as one coed

allegedly did. It is the same as

having the lunatics run the

asylum. I don't believe that

most people can be both full

time students and
administrators at the same
time. However, some people

seem to think they have this

rare quality.

Again, I want to emphasize

that the questions asked

deserve some consideration by

a competent, rational person

or group of people.

George S. Scoville, Jr.

Handbook of 1972, the

leading sentence of the history

of the University is printed as

follows: "THE UNIVERSITY
OF THE SOUTH is a Christian

institution owned by the

Protestant Episcopal Church."

We here at Sewanee now
realize, however, that this

statement is accepted as very

exaggerated by most, slightly

exaggerated by others and

unfortunately, unexaggerated

by a very small few of the

members of this community.

The latter of the three,

possesses a highly feigned ideal

for a credentials policy which

supposed ly perm its the

dismissal of the top ranked

Christian on campus. Though
the institution is supposed to

the grounded and rooted in

'the true meaning of the word
"Christian," a few of us find it

extremely difficult to hold

proper for its practical use in

determining what is actually

classified "Christian" or

"non-Christian" in this

establishment. As a result, the

actions of these individuals are

false in regards to their

knowledge of what is or is not

Christian.

The previous paragraph is

by no means designed as an act

of disrespect to any particular

individual(s), on the other

hand, if it does do so; it is done

for a perfectly good and

virtuous cause and that is to

reveal the truth about

Christianity, scholastics and

the nature of each as they are

and have always been and

always will be, especially in

regards to The University of

the South.

If by chance you are

wondering how I can be

justified in forming these

conclusions, here is your

answer. I am not, but the truth

is, and my Father is the mouth
of it. The teachings of Christ

through the apostle St. Paul

may be found in 1 Tim.

5:17and is stated as follows:

"... Let the elders that rule

well be considered worthy of

double honour, especially

those who labour in the word
and doctrine."

Some of you may know
what this means and others of

you may still be wondering

while others of you have no

idea. Through the use of words

and their definitions you who
are yet lost may eventually

understand by the end, that if

you can read the English

language and accept it for

what il REALLY IS! If St.

Paul is in fact a Christian, then

according to Webster's New
Dictionary Second Edition

Unabridged, he is "one who
believes or professes or is.

assumed to believe in Jesus

Christ, and the truth as taught

by Him; an adherent of

Christianity." Furthermore,

seeing that this man Paul was

made a pattern for all

Christians to model
themselves after, then those

considering themselvesassuch

should believe, profess, or

assume to believe in Paul as a

representative of Him.

Furthermore if most of such

believe that statement made
by Him, then such should be

doing all possible to see that

what Paul says is DONE,
otherwise such are failures as

Christians. In reference to

Sewanee, that elder to be

honored is of course Father

Ralston and none other. By
sitting around on our stools of

do nothing, say nothing, hope

nothing, we are not only

disrespecting him but we are

unscrupulously disrespecting

God, Christ, the apostle of the

Gentiles and ourselves as well.

Man was made in the image of

God but can we really consider

unprotestantly allow them to

be dishonoured?

It can furthermore be

revealed that everyone who
doubts the truth of this article

doubts himself as a

comprehender of a fourth

grade English teacher and/or

an ignoramus of what false

advertisement is and/or an

idiot as to the results of what

may happen to Sewanee if

Father Ralston is dismissed.

Here is the basis

classifications. An ii

is defined by Webster as

something that serves to

instruct. The word instruct

originated from the French

cognate instruer, which means

to build ip. Therefore when
any person, group, or

institution refers to the term

"Christian institution," he

signifies the in building of

Christ or his teachings.

Subsequently, if Father

Ralston is dismissed, the

instituion would be takingout

the teachings of Christ,

therefore, anti-Christian and

guilty of false advertisement.

Father Ralston may be

dismissed, but I for one will

not rest at ease with this

credentials policy and

absolutely refuse to take it

on-looking as a do nothiner

and neither my supporters

whether they be black, blue,

green or yellow. After all, men
like Robert Kennedy and

Martin Luther King Jr. etc.

didn't get things done sitting

down. Don't wait until

Sewanee dies before you
march for saving it from ACTS
OF PREJUDICE. March while

there is still life left in it today.

IS THIS CLEAR!
— Reese White

WAKE UP WITH US

Coffee 5 cents per cup

Monday - Saturday Mornings

7:30-8:00

LUNCHEON SPECIAL

Jumbo Hamburger
French Fries

MilkShake {Choice of Flavor)

$1.00
Monday - Friday 11:30-1:30

COFFEE DRINKERS

Coffee 5 cents per cup

Monday - Friday

5:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.

STUDENT UNION
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KAs Have Best

Fraternity Average
FRATERNITY AVERAGES

ALL MEMBERS

Local "greasers" hang around the bar at the F

Liquor Stores Battle

(Continued from Page 1)

Avenue in Cowan, opened its

doors to prospective buyers on

December 6 with the Cowan
Liquor Store, also on

Cumberland next to the B & G
Supply Store opening a few

days later (December 15).

The establishment of the

twin stores in Cowan, which,

of course, provide Sewanee

students and facuHy wifh
easier access to booze, have

promoted some 1

among the liquor merche

Winchestt
George's i

According

operator ir

"Naturally

that the sti

Foggy

Mountain

Breakdown
by Penn Dilworth

Wind of Change
Peter Frampton

A&M Records {SP 4348)

Peter Frampton is a

gentleman who used to be best

known as one of the

co-founders of Humble Pie, he

left, however, when Humble
Pie oriented towards the

sound of heaviness for which

they are now known. The
album features Peter

Frampton, lead guitar, organ.

"crystal-clear" vocals; and a

host of others, including Klaus

Voorman, bass; Billy Preston,

organ; and Ringo Starr, drums.

"Fig Tree Bay" begins Side

One. This song is a pleasant

introduction to Frampton's
work; it is a lilting melody
with fine vocals by him, and
Del Newman's string and flute

complete the setting of mood.
The title song, "Wind of

Change" is where the dulcimer

and harmonium come into

use — the song was said by
"Rolling Stone" as "one of the

most gorgeous songs ever,

certainly the prettiest on this

album," a comment which
should just about speak for

itself.

The third song on this side

is "Lady Lieright," a

top-40-ish song which,

although not outstanding, is a

nice tune just the same.

So don't buy this

expecting to hear a

Humble Pie, because

Frampton has moved
world and class all his o

albu

Winchester, who
to be named,

we are concerned

dents will in time

thedivert their bui

Cowan stores. On the other

hand, we have faith that

because we've been getting the

Sewanee business for so long,

•'11
i > get it. Still,

ally blai

some, who didn't wish to drive

the few miles further."

Well, if Sewanee business

isn't being diverted to Cowan,
' the new operators aren't at

fault. According to Pete

Snelson, employee of the

Cowan Liquor Store, owned
by James O. Matthews, "...we

want to do anything to

accommodate the students.

We'll stay open a little later

than our normal 10 PM closing

time, if someone calls us for an

order. We're starting to get

some of the business, little by

little. Our store isn't easily

noticable now, but we're going

to have a sign erected before

too long that should give us a

bit more recognition by

passing motorists." And the

Valley Liquor Store isn't going

to be outdone either. They

stay open until 11 PM on

weekends and one store

operator there discussed the

feasibility of sponsoring a

party in conjunction with the

Sewanee Inn, to promote their

growing business among the

students.

ISKRA.15

All Frat.,424

AIINonfrat.,217

All Men .641

AIIStudent,911

TEN YEAR COMPARISON

So only .-ill ;

the question of who gets the

Mountain's liquor business. In

a way, it's like the possible

passing of an old tradition, to

stop going to Winchester for

alcohol; a tradition many
customers on the Mountain
don't want to see come to an

1972-3

1971-72

1970-71

1969-70

1968-69

1967-68

1966-67

1965-66

1964-45

1963-64

Ten Year Average

We Have AU Major Brands Of

BOURBON
SCOTCH
RUM

VODKA
Plus Many Other Fine Liquors And Wines

We Were The First In Cowan;

You Are Our First Concern

VALLEY LIQUOR STORE

Avg.

2.827

2.741

2.648

2.630

2.540

2.506

2.490

2.483

2.399

2.253

2.101

3.226

2.545

2.570

2.553

2.684

2.553

2.448

2.446

2.415

2.421

2.405

2.324

2.29

2.276

2.301

2.389

COWAN Right Across the Railroad Tracks OPEN: 10 a.m.-ll p.m.
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OG, DA May Adopt

A New Constitution
by Anne Marie Bradford

presently drawing up a new

University. Though the work
has just begun, committee

members hope to have a rough

draft of a more effective

consitution ready in about a

month.
The five OG committee

members are Julian Bibb, Bob
Bartenstein, Martin Ellis, Elise

Givan, and Richard Whittle;

from the DA are David Beiler,

Don DuPree, John Tucker,

and Eugene Watson. Flea

Perrin is chairman of the

group, and John McCadden
serves ;is secretary.

doesn't do enough. The new
constitution will attempt to

clearly define the roles of the

OG and DA, and to clarify

their relationship to each

other. One Gownsman has

„„,;,,,.

legislature in which motions

would pass from the DA to the

OG. If passed by. the OG, its

President and the DA Speaker

would petition the Dean of the

College.

Any student who has a

the

iin;;

Student

Union

Cowan Liquor Store

NOW OPEN!

{located next door to Cowan Cafe)

Phone: 932-7265

Each Case Unique

Honor Council Strives

For Full Consideration
by Julie Montgomery

When the Honor Council is

mentioned to you what images

come to your mind? Is it a

sinister, stealthy group of

students who cooperate with

the faculty to get people in

trouble? Is it just another

speaker at freshman
orientation and several printed

pages in the PURPLE at the

be gin n i n g of the year?

Although the Honor Council is

one of the most important

student groups on the

Mountain, many students

seem to have only the vaguest

idea of its function.

Actually, the Horror

Council is a group of students

elected from their respective

classes. There are three

accept this verdict or he can
appeal to the Vice-Chancellor.

If the course of appeal is

chosen, the Vice-Chancellor

appoints a committee which
reviews the case, primarily to

check lor evidence of mistrial.

The Chii ello

thr. iuii

sophon and

Hogwood, John Price, John

Flynn, John Armistead, and

Laurie Sanders. The eighth

member and secretary was
Barbara Berry, who graduated

in December.

The officers of the Council

make up what is known as the

Executive Council, which

serves as a sort of grand jury.

All reported violations of the

Honor Code are heard by the

Executive Council first to

decide whether they warrant a

full Whei

determined that the evidence

calls for a full trial, the accused

student is given the choice of

withdrawing for personal

reasons or taking a full trial.

If he chooses to have a trial,

the evidence both for and

against him is brought before

the entire Honor Council. He
is questioned and has a defense

counsel, usually a faculty

member. Both sides are heard

thoroughly.

After the hearing, the

council members review the

case. If the accused is

determined to be innocent,

the records are destroyed and

the case forgotten. If,

however, he is found to be

guilty,

committee usually does not

review the evidence, but just

makes sure that the trial was
fair to all concerned.

The Council no longer

publishes the fact that a

student was found guilty of

violating the Honor Code and

therefore suspended. It is a

matter which is handled with

as much discretion as possible.

After reading this summary
of the procedures of the

Council, the inevitable

question which comes to mind
is "how in the world does

someone get involved in all

this?"

The answer, here at

Sewanee, is quite simple. The
Honor Code states that "Any
adequate conception of Honor
demands that a man shall not

lie, cheat, or steal, and shall

not break his promise without

just cause." Therefore, a

violation of the Honor Code is

simply a matter of lying,

cheating, or stealing. However
,

most of the cases involve

plagiarism on papers. As the

most common problem
besetting the Council,
playi.n ism is also the most
difficult with which to deal.

Each faculty member has a

clear and unique idea of what
constitutes plagiarism. The
student's conception is often

not as well-defined. It is

difficult to set workable,

practical guidelines.

The Honor Council,

however formidable it may
seem, considers each case

fairly and follows the

American idea of
jurisprudence, "innocent until

proven guilty," to the fullest

possible degree. Since each

case is unique, full, individual

consideration is given every

trial.

Well, fine, you say.

Sewanee is an Honor Code
school and so I am astudent of

Honor. But does it really work
well and what do I do to report

a violation?

The question of the

Council's efficiency is arbitary

and difficult to determine. If

there are a lot of cases, does

that mean that the code is

working well and people feel

as though they should report

violations? Or does it mean
that the code isn't working,

since so many cases are being

reported? Dean of Students

John Webb commented, when
asked of the Honor Council's

performance, "It does an

excellent job ... I am very

satisfied ... I think they are

fair-minded and thorough and

make as few mistakes as.

possible.

From a teacher's point of

view Dean Webb made the

point that the Honor Code

student-professor relationship

and therefore the academic

atmosphere of Sewanee. When
a student makes a statement

about homework not being

done because of being sick, the

teacher is able to accept it as

the truth and not spend

valuable time hassling over

petty details. Both teacher and

student are thus freed to

pursue more important

matters. To students
accustomed to the detailed

questioning and suspicious

looks of many high school

teachers, this indeed seems an

overwhelming freedom.

To report a violation of the

Honor Code, one must contact
a member of the Council
within 48 hours of the
occurrence. All reports are

handled quietly and
discreetly, so there is no fear

of being labeled a "snitcher."

ends
suspension. The

•Hntuersity

Supply §>tarc

It's Midnight — You're Hungry, And

You're Thirsty. Where Can You Go

MILNER'S
Try a sandwich from our delicatessen and a refreshing drink from our cooler. We also

have potato chips and other such snacks.

DRIVE ON OVER AND SEE US

Sorry, but we can't sell beer after midnight
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Atmosphere Of Greats

Invades with Cabaret
by Mary Jane Mnlhis

Perhaps the atmosphere of

the "greats" in show business

is invading Sewanee. After last

weekend's Cabaret Show, the

campus is prepared (o accepl

some outstanding newcomers
(o the ranks of talented

performers. If such promising

Uilents are to be presented in

all of the Cabaret Shows, then

the shows must become a

add the

Friday and Satu rday

nights, February 23 and 24,

Sewanee /Arts presented its

second Cabaret Show. The
troupe , consisted of eight

performers who sang and
danced through a variety of

Christopher Steie, the musical

director, must be commended
for t loft
in respect In inm.nl .nid period.

Not long after the show
begins, one is aware that these

precisely that — to entertain.

Their stage presence and
dramatic ability pulled the

show together. Unfortunately,

gathered on the limited stage

for a

the potency of the group fell

flat, which accounts for the

dragging opening. One song
involving the company

moving
bringing forth the true

combined talents of all

involved. Always excellent

was the male company and
female company. "Artificial

Flowers" was a modern-world

the

barber-shop quartet, perfored

by the four men — a truly

hilarious spoof.

the

The outstanding featun

lingi e Carol Elli<

and Robert Humpidge.
Whether in solos or group
pieces, the voices and pure
performance ability radiated

the Mis
Elliott's "Milord," a number
made famous by Edith Piauf,

did justice to the great vocalist

as Miss Elliott proved that she
knew what she was doing. A
similar feeling was felt in the
deep voice of Robert
Humpidge, who begin "Feelin'
Good" by making the
audience know they could
expect something - and then
giving them pure pleasure. The
highlight of the evening came
in these singers' duet, "Your
Just in Love," which delighted
the audience.

A misfortune of the

evening was the limited

appearance of Mr. Gary M. A.
Harris. Obviously this was an

iltempl to provide the others

a better opportunity to

display their talents, since Mr.

Harris was the only member
from the previous Cabaret. He
excelled with Lynn Nichols in

a rendition of "Indian Love
Call," which could have been

on the stage of Harry's in New
York.

A special congratulations

A look
At 1U AlU

by. Maty. 9one

Matkii.

received two donations. A
Sewanee student, John H.

Robert, has contributed one
hundred dollars to the new
st u dent- founded organization.

The other donor, who wishes

to remain anonymous, also has

given a hundred dollars.

Even though Sewanee/arts

is new and struggling, all their

presentations have been
successful. Anyone interested

in furthering campus cultural

activities, could give aid to this

worthy group of talented

This week "Sunday Night
at 8:00" on WUTS presents a

preview of the upcoming
Purple Masque production,

"Peter Pan". A panel

discussion of the Editors from
KMi,-

publicati

scheuled
Every night on WUTS

tentatively

the

i.ltu.. calendar for the
Sewanee area. Any events will

be featured if information is

given to Sewanee/arts—S.P.O.

or by calling 598-01 26.

Many students are not
aware of the extent of the arts

program on the University
campus. Besides the Fine Arts
Gallery in Guerry which
imports many artists' works
for special showings, many
locations on campus display

art. At the request of faculty

members paintings hang
throughout the buildings.

Some art displays are always in

the upper halls of Carneigie.

No Mus
Chambers are opened below
the Gallery and is housing the

permanent collections. Other
art work is often on sale. Every
student should make a point

Burke, after the hilarious

denouncement of his "good
looks" by Lynn Nichols. Steve
Burke was a brave person to

return with the company in

"Once in a Lifetime"; but

after hearing the song, one was
glad that he did.

Miss Suzette B. Peyton
proved the potential of her
Now" as she showed her

ability to sing the song with

southern flavor. Both Miss
Mandy Owen and Michael
Jones displayed the
performer's charisma in all the

A special attraction for the

men (and fun-loving women)
was Miss Lisa Flersheim's

poor, mistreated little "gurl"
who lost her clothes in 'Take

Back Your Mink."
David Cordts deserved

special recognition for his

technical direction which
ade ately

overcame the problems of the

music hall. Also setting the

style of the cabaret was Miss
Bonnie M. Foote's fine

choreography. With such a

small stage and a large cast,

Miss Foote displayed a true

nightclub flair for staging the

movements. Completing the

atmosphere was David Lee
Mason as tht cabaret's pianist.

Except for a <"" r^inor

difficulties, the cabaret was
one of the most entertaining

evenings spend on the campus.
Everyone involved should be
commended properly — no
one should miss the next
Sewanee/Arts' Cabaret Show.

ROBERT SWIFT

Cabaret's Emcee, Steve Burke

fI If I A with wicrs
by Lin Wicks

At the Union on Thursday
and Friday is "The Great

Dictator," with Charlie

Chaplin in a classic role. As a

tramp and as the dictator of

Tomanie, Chaplin is in great

form. Be sure to see it

!

Boring For Most
THE CAIRO

by Mohai

The Arab world was shaken

in 1970 by the death of Gamal
Abdel Hasser. A less

earth-shaking event was the

publication of THE CAIRO
DOCUMENTS.

Heikel, a close friend,

advisor, and confidant of

Nasser knew Nasser's potential

as a leader perhaps better than

anyone because he knew him
as a man. With this insight, he

gives an exhausting account of

the events and people who
helped Nasser gain the love

and respect of the Arab
pepple.

Nasser's early life was not
happy after the loss of his

DOCUMENTS
ned Heikel

mother but very soon after

;nce he developed

deas and personal

commitments. Perhaps it was
inevitable that he was to lead a

nation struggling for complete
independence, power, and
wealth.

Associations with men such
as John Wester Dulles,

Khruschev, Sir Anthony Eden,
Hamarskjold, Kennedy,
Johnson, Chou En-lai, Nehru,
and Tito are described in

On Saturday and Sunday is

"Five Easy Pieces," with Jack
Nicholson and Karen Black.

It's the story of an oil field

hand who has left an easy but
constrictive life for a harder
and more individual one. The
acting is very good, although
the story gets lost in too many
complexities. It is, however, a

good and entertaining film.

Monday through Thursday
has the film "Marjoe," the

documentary about an
evangelical con-man. Here is a

preacher who gathers his flock

and SHEARS them!

iled

excellent book for all those

interesting in modern political

and social history. A boring

book for all those who are not.

SEWANEE
STEAM
LAUNDRY

LET US DO YOUR
CLEANING
FOR YOU

ll.I.OWSUI'S
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ON THE ROAD
Steam Laundry Always Tries To Please

by Mike Walsh

ON THE ROAD at

the Sewanee Steam Laundry
in beautiful downtown
Sewanee.

When Rick Ball's laundry

was returned to him recently,

he noticed that si

clothing were missing. With
cursory search, he soc

discovered the
articles — a pair of tennis

shoes which he had sent to the

Sewanee Steam Laundry.

They were in a slightly altered

condition, however, and Ball

'Hint-

As a special gift (in addition

to the "Good Morning !

" paper

bands and uniquely "folded"

socks), the quietly efficient

staff of the steam laundry

pressed Rick's tennis shoes as

He plans to keep these

shoes, which are now as flat as

the proverbial pancake, as a

souvenir, a lasting

o f the Sewanee Steam
Laundry's kindness.

Granville Short and Sam
Jones, co-owners of the Steam
Laundry, expressed their

appreciation of Ball's praise,

"We always try

cuM Diners and we thought

he'd like those tennis shoes,"

said Mr. Short enthusiastically

as he stood in front of one of
the Laundry's bizarre
machines.

He then proceeded to

describe the operation and
purpose of the intricate

m;.ichiin-i-y. These included the
famous "Button Crusher" and
"Sheet Shredder," as well as

some more obscure devices sch
as the "Sock Twister,"
"Underwear Crumpler," and

the Unkn
Mystery Machine)."

"We hope to have a 'Shoe
Presser' installed real

d Mr. Jones. Then we can
start full-scale shoe-pressing

:e. This will be
thing, just like our blanket-

dying and bra-burning

re a couple of years ago."

Improvements A Satisfied Customer.

Sewanee — Now And Then
by Arthur Ben Chitty

THE TIME THE
SOUTH WON

Richard Hooker Wilmer of

Alabama, the last member of

the house of bishops to

espouse slavery as morally
right, went back to Yale for a

reunion with classmates. He
asked what hook had done
most to inflame the North
against the South and they

agreed "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
He pushed on: "Who is the

finest character in the book?"
Answer, "Little Eva." The
bishop said, "She was a

southern lady." He continued:

"Who was the most loyal

character?" They replied,

"Uncle Tom." Bishop Wilmer
pointed out, "He was a

Southern Negro." Then
warming to his punch line he

queried, "And who was the

worst person in the book? It

was Simon Legree of

course - a Yankee."
Presumably that stopped them
in their tracks.

The same bishop, prior to

his elevation to the

episcopacy, served a small

rural parish in Virginia. Prom
time long past it has been
fashionable for children to be
baptized at home, on the
plantation, privately. The Rev.
Mr. Wilmer thought baptism
ought to be in church. There
was dissention which did not
decrease when he announced
from the pulpit a new and
more liberal policy.
Henceforth, instead of
declining all baptisms out of
church except in extremis he
would consider private

baptisms in homes when there

was a question of legitimacy.

—David A, Shepherd
to ABC, 4/15/55

LUCRE
The Rev. Frank A. Juhan

had just started preaching in

his first tittle mission church in

West Texas. The parish

treasurer forgot to give him his

stipend at the end of the
month and the future bishop
was broke. On the first Sunday
after he should have been paid,
Juhan asked the

before the service, "Can you
lend me five dollars?" The
treasurer loaned him five

dollars. After the service

Juhan returned it and the

bewilderment. The Bishop

said "I always speak better

when I have money in my

— Bishop Frank A. Juhan
to ABC, 6/15/60

KINSOL VING OF TEXAS
Bishop George Herbert

Kinsolving was a very big man,
weighing over 250 pounds,
nearly six-and-a-half feet tall,

and wearing enormous shoes.

Once he boarded the train on a

inadvertently got in a vacant

berth assigned to someone
else. The rightful owner
demanded that the interloper

be evicted, the porter

protesting that there were

other berths and that the

traveller had gone to sleep.

The man said, "If you don't

disturb him, I will." Looking
down he saw for the first time

one of the bishop's size 18
shoes. Turning to the porter,

he said, "Where is that other

berth?"

The Bishop was not only

big but absent-minded. He got

on another train, and when his

friend the conductor came, he

couldn't find his ticket. The
conductor said "That's alright,

Bishop. You can send it to me
later. Where are you going?"

The Bishop said, "I don't

know. It's on the ticket."

— A. Clendenin Robertson

to ABC, 12/5/59

UNANNOINTED KINGS
A loyal lady parishioner in

a small Texas town was
expecting Bishop Kinsolving

but had to dash out for some
last minute arrangements. She
carefully instructed the maid
to welcome the bishop if he

came while she was away. On
returning she asked if the

bishop had arrived. Naw'm,
asid the maid. "Nobody came
but a big crazy man who said

he was King Solomon. I

slammed the door in HIS
face." Robert W. Daniel

to ABC. August 12, 1972.

OLDHAM THEATER Winchester

irsday, Friday, and Saturday

THE LATE LIZ"

"•ALSO ON SATURDAY • •

"YUU'LLLIKEMYMUTHEH"

March 1,2,and3

Sunday, Monday, i March 4,5^nd 6

Wednesday, Thursday, and

'THE LITTLE ART"
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Cagers Clinch CAC
Eddie Krenson and Eddie

Green combined to hit an

amazing 23 shots in a row to

lead the Sewanee Tigers to a

thrilling 89-81 win over the

Washington and Lee Generals

in the championship game of

the Cilege Athletic Conference

Round Robin. In one of the

most emotional games ever

seen in Juhan Gyrr

Tige, slio

ely

66-7% from the Field to i

the proud Generals in tal

their first CAC crown s

1966.

With the support of on

the most impressi\

obnoxious crowds seen at

Sewanee in recent years, the

mighty Tigers withstood the

test of playing much of the

game without Bill Kosick, the

tournament's Most Valuable

Outstanding Player. In foul

trouble early, Kosick left the

game for good with twelve

Sewanee leading by 12 points,

but the Tigers picked up the

slack and never allowed W and

L to get any closer than six.

From the outset, the

Generals* plan was obviously

to keep the ball away from the

big man and make the rest of

the team beat them, and that is

exactly what happened.

Although he only took five

shots in the limited time he

played, he hit all five and

picked off seven rebounds. By

double-teaming him, W and L

) get

d he

nply knocked the

bottom out.
' 'Krenson 's performance

was the finest I have seen in

that type of situation," said

jubilant coach Rudy Davalos.

"I have seen many individual

efforts equal to his, but never

by a freshman in that type of

situation. His performance

stimulated the team early in

the game and gave them

conl idcrui'. winch had a lot to

do with our ability to hold the

lead after losing Kosick."

Krenson's incredible night

netted him 31 points on i5 or

17 shots, mostly from outside,

while leading the Tigers

.'ith

handing out six assists. Hitting

his last 13 shots in a row, the

little guard from Nashville

kept the overflow crowd on its

feet, his shots rarely touching

anything but the net.

The other vital role in

Sewanee's scoring attack was
played by the popular senior

forward, Eddie Greene.

Hitting 10 of 10 on a variety of

shots in the second half, he
repeatedly got loose behind

the W and L zone for easy

layups, while calmly dropping

several jumpers from out of

the blue. With his driving,

twisting style, Greene
overpowered the much taller

W and L back line, and, with a

great deal of help from Kenny
Bohrman, kept the Generals

under control defensively in

the game's late moments.
"We showed class and

determination when Kosick

went out," Davalos said. "We
riddled their half-court press."

Jack Lefler handle the full

court pressure with ease for

the most part and, with help

from Krenson and Harry

Hoffman, electrified the

crowd and stunned the

Generals with his brilliant

passes. Lefler totalled eight

assists for the night, mostly on

passes to Greene underneath.

Both teams advanced to the

final night of

undefeated with unir

wins over Centre, the eventual

third place winner, and
Southwesters. Sewanee relied

primarily on the inability of

the opposition to stop Kosick,

who poured in 28 points

.igamsl Southwestern and 24

against Centre. Washington

and Lee depended heavily on
forward Skip Lichtfuss and
the rebounding of Paul

McClure, both all tournament

selections, as Lichtfuss hit for

22 and 26 points. Washington

and Lee's dependence on

particularly apparent when he

fouled out of the final game
and the Generals were forced

to look elsewhere for points

that they never found.

and L, Eddie

Eddie Krenson goes for two against Centre.

Old Cowan Road

967-0126

MONTEAGLE SUPER MARKET

FRESH WESTERN BEEF

cut to your order

Party Items
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A Purple Sports Editorial
In the aftermath of this weekend's

C.A.C. Sports Festival, the discussion
among Sewanee students have been loud
and long concerning the various teams,
the games and their outcomes, etc., etc.

The discussions we overheard most often
concerned one game in particular, which
is, of course, the final Round Robin
basketball game between Sewanee and
Washington and Lee. We, like the majority

of Sewanee students, attended that game
and were not only treated to one of the
finest basketball games Sewanee has
played to date but also the noisiest and
most enthusiastic crowd that has
witnessed a varsity event in a number of
years.

We talked with several of the players
after the game and the one thing they kept
repeating was how great the fans had been
and what a big difference they had made
during the game. Therefore, we are
puzzledwhen we hear comments from the
Sewanee community to the effect that the
fans conducted themselves disgracefully
in their abusive treatment of theW & L
coaches and players, and that their

attituded and actions toward the officials

were unwarranted and most embarassing
to the University.

We could not disagree more. In the first

place, the obnoxiousness of the crowd
was matched only by that of W & L's

coaches and athletes which, over the

years, has become their trademark in the

C. A. C.In the second place, considering

the fact that the two opposing coaches

received technical fouls for their

protestations against the officiating, we
find it hard to believe that the crowd's

criticism of the officials was totally

unfounded.

The point is this. For the first time in a

very long while Juhan Gymnasium was

full of Sewanee people who had come to

support their team. It is damn near

impossible to get the majority ofSewanee
students excited about anything, much
less a varsity athletic event, but this

weekend was an overwhelming exception.

The University, the athletes, and Coaches
Bitondo, Moore, Petty, and Davalos

should be extremely proud of the

enthusiastic support they received from
the student body throughout the entire

Sports Festival.

If it takes such a simple, harmless cheer

to make the Sewanee students come
together and vigourously support the

varsity athletic program, then we repeat as

we did last Saturday night, "Go to hell, W
&L, go to hell."

We agree with the players. The fans

were great.

— Cam Cantrill

—Dick Grefe

&
Colonels pray as Eddie Greene hits for two i

over Centre.

Tigers: Deserving Champs

Kenny Bohrman controls tip in Centre game.

:?&
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r
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"The fans this year have

been great, but Saturday

night's crowd was really

something. It had a great deal

to do with the way our team
picked themselves up when
things went wrong. It was a

great way to cap off a great

season. I hope this kind of

spirit continues...." This was
the reaction of Sewanee coach

Rudy Davalos after the Tigers

had knocked off Washington

and Lee to capture the CAC
championship and close out a

Those who witnessed the

contest must agree that the

Tigers did what very few

people thought they would
do; that is, they showed
unbelievable balance and

effort and won the game
without having Bill Kosick to

depend on when things got

tough. Like so many of

Sewanee's opponents, W&L
intended to stop Kosick and

make the rest of the team play

basketball. The effort from
the crowd played no small part

in the team's performance,

and the constant spirit was

unlike anything the team had

seen before.

Everyone who saw the

game knows how Eddie

Krenson ripped the nets to

shreds and how Eddie Greene

embarrassed the Generals' two

a crucial part in the way the

Tigers handled W&L without

Kosick. So much has been said

about Kosick already, but he
was simply terrific throughout

the season and the
tournament, and his award of

most outstanding player

cannot be disputed.

The Tigers entered the

impossible task of getting

also had the added pressure of

a possible NCAA small college

tournament berth, and that

situation was undetermined as

of Monday.
Speaking of the NCAA,,

something ought to be asid, so

I nominate myself. For one

thing, if Sewanee does not get

a bid to the post-s

, and < r chai

Centi thn

Sewanee. It took a great deal

of poise and class to face these

teams again and to play their

own game, but they did and
convincingly enough, as did

Washington and Lee. They

appear pretty small, it will be

because of our schedule.

Indeed there are hundreds of

"small" colleges which are

much larger than Sewanee and

have much better basketball

teams, but the point here is

that Sewanee belongs to the

NCAA and has a 23-4 record.

(Continued on Page 12)

Lefh

Eddie Krenson in route to great performance

men, but how much
is also in store for Jack

and Kenny Bohrman.
played every second of

bringing the ball down the

court under full court pressure

every step of the way. Some of

Lefler's courageous passes

were just unbelievable, and his

eight assist the final night were

most instrumental in the win.

Kenny Bohrmin's defensive

effort and rebounding despite

having four fouls for the last

seven minutes certainly played

We're Moving To

A New Location,

But Still Selling

The Same Fine

Products

BOULEVARD
LIQUORS

Winchester

Next to Scottie's in Winchester
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Swimmers Stroke To Second
by Susie Burroughs

Washington and Lee

successfully defended their

CAC Swimming and Diving

championship at last

weekend's conference meet.

The swimming Generals won
twelve first places while

Sewanee took five events and

Centre captured only one. Bill

Tiers of Washington and Lee

was named Most Valuable

Swirr after the

500 freestyle, 200 freestyle,

and 1650 freestyle. '

In the 500-yard freestyle,

Tiers tied the CAC record set

by Couch of Sewanee in 1966

with a time of 5:17:8. Donn
Beighley of Sewanee placed

fourth with a time or 5:30:8

and Sewanee's captain. Scott

Bamman, was fifth at 5:37:2.

The 200-yard individual

medley was won by Sewanee's

Mike Harrison with a time of

2:09:5, breaking the standing

CAC record of 2:10:3.

Second, third and fourth

places went to Washington and

Lee while Jim Norton took

sixth for Sewanee at 2:20:7.

Freshmen Steve Harris and

Richard Wood claied first and

second places for Sewanee

with times of 22.9 and 23.1 in

the 50-yard freestyle, while

Washington and Lee's Bill

Cogar edged David Brandon

for the 1-meter dive title.

Mike Harrison won his

second title while breaking Ins

own record in the 400
individual medley. Harrison

broke the record he'd set in

last year's CAC meet in this

year's preliminaries with a

time of 4:46:0. His time of

4:42:5 in the finals set another

new record. John McCoy came
in sixth in the 400 individual

medley with a time of 5: 22:7.

W and L's Tiers took his

second title in the 200-yard

freestyle with Harris taking

third place and Beighley

finishing fifth. Will Brotherton

of Washington and Lee set

another CAC record with a

time of 54.8 in the 100

butterfly followed by Wood of

Sewanee in second and John

McCoy in sixth. Tiger

backstrokers Jim Norton and

Steve Hamlet placed third and

fourth in the 100 backstroke

behind W and L's Steve

Erickson's record time of

56.7.

Washington and Lee gained

another record when Rich

Koch finished the 100

breaststroke in 1:06:8. Tiger

Pierre Rogers placed second

with Bamman tied for fourth.

Tiers claimed his third title in

the 1650 freestyle with a

record time of 18:40:7.

Beighley finished fourth for

the Tigers with Bamman
placing sixth. Centre's one

title came when Richard

Korski won the 100 freestyle

with Harris of Sewanee taking

second.

Norton took second place

in the 200 backstroke with

STeve Hamlet claiming fourth

place for the Tigers, again

behind W and L's winning

Erickson. Koch of Washington

and Lee took the 200
breaststroke with a time of

2:28:7 with Rogers taking

third for Sewanee. Three

Sewanee swimmers placed in

the 200 butterfly behind W
and L's Brotherton. Wood
took second, Harrison placed

third and McCoy finished

The nded /ith

Sewanee rallying to capture

the last two events although

Washington and Lee already

had the meet won. David

Brandon, last year's 1-meter

champ, edged out Cogan of W
and L in the final round of

dives to win the 3-meter title.

In the final event, Sewanee's

400 freestyle relay team of

Harrison, Harris, Beighley and

Wood shattered the standing

record with a time of 3:23:5.

Washington and Lee regained

and L 198, Sewanee 136'A,

and Centre 75'A.

Steve Harris, Freestyle, center

Pierre Rogers, Breastroke

Billy's Hut
PIZZAS - TACOS - CHILI

HAMBURGERS -

STEAKS COLD BEER

Open Tuesday - Sunday

11 a. in. to midnight

Phone 924-9131

Next to the Mountain Restaurant
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IM Basketball And Handball
'A' League
Due toCAC tournament

activity, the past week's IM
schedule was somewhat
abbreviated. Nevertheless, a

number of games provided

thrills, chills, and (ho-hum!)

spills for thousands of

screaming fans in the Cave.

near-upsets in the "A" League.

The front-running ATO's had

a tough time with the

Independents before finally

scoring a 47-40 triumph. Ted
McNabb's 14 points led the

balanced ATO scoring,

whileEliott Gordon bucketed

13 for the Indepen-
dents. The scrappy Delts

very nearly won their first

heavily-favored Sigma Nu's.

However, erratic Delt shooting

and Roy Young's 23 points

gave the game to the Snakes.

Tom Quattlebaum had 18
points for the Delts and

JimmyStewartadded 17.

The winless Lambda Chi's

led the KA's for over 30
minutes of their surprisingly

close game before the KA's

pulled it out in the final

minutes, 49-44. Bobby
Coleman's 23 points were

finally too much for the

Chops, who were paced by
Jeff Parr with 14.

The SAE's, handicapped by
an injury to Will Jenkins, had a

rough week. They were

defeated by the Beta's, 40-36,

in a very tough game. Mike
Lumpkin's 17 points lead the

Beta victory. The struggling

Phi's pulled off a big upset

when they beat the SAE's
52-50 behind John Flynn's 24
points. Flynn also shined in

the Phi-Blackhawk game as he

scored 37 points, the highest

individual game of the IM
season. The Blackhawks, who
have proven to be tougher
than expected, were paced by
Sammy Shedd's 18 points.

The KA-Independent game
produced a mild upset as the

Ind
outscored the KA
The victors' balance

was led by Albert Lindei

with 18 and Eliott Gordo
with 17. Bobby Coleman

again led the KA's a

bucketed 26 points.

On the basis of

available, this

outstanding "A"
players are Bobby Coleman
(KA) and John Flynn (PDT).

I'm sorry you don't win
anything, but you do get your
names in the paper.

'B' League
The Chi Psi

pulling away from the pak in

the "B" League race. This past

week, they defeated the Dekes
42-33, as Gary Sims led the

Chi Psi scoring. The Dekes,

who were playing • without
the services of Lindsey Logan,

were paced by David Mayo's
18 points.

Iskra fell a bit in the

standings as they dropped two
decisions. The Independents,

lead my Mike Ledford's 18

points, Knocked off the

Freaks, 33-28. Steady Bill

Gregg lead the losers with 20.

Next, the surprising Betas

defeated Iskra by the score of

30-29, as Tom Whitaker's

twelve points led the winners.

Iskra was led by Bill Gregg,

who scored 17, and Mary
Kennedy, who didn't score

much but kept the game
interesting.

The KA's seem to be finally

rolling, includingan important
43-35 win over the Sigma
Nu's. Hank Eddy had 12 for

the winners, while Frank
Walker was high man for the

Snakes with 14.

Norman Jetmundsen's 20
points led the Lambda Chi's to

a 55-46 win over the ATO's in

a remarkably well-played "B"
League encouncer. Rob Clark

at 16 points, and Kevin
Lenahan had 14 for the

ATO's.

The outstanding "B"league
player this past week was Bill

Gregg (Iskra). His 37 points in

two games overshadowed
Mary Kennedy's outstanding

floor game for Iskra

Unofficial IM Basketball Standings

* r

"A"LEAGUE

"B"LEAGUE

0-6

PUB
NEW HAPPY HOURS

Tuesday before Study Day and Friday

4 P.M.- 6:30 P.M.

Action in the recent DKE-SAE(B) game
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Sewanee Edged By W&L
by Mack Fitsgerald

The CAC wrestling

tournament was held here this

past weekend. Washington and

Lee took the title with 88

points and Sewanee placed

second with 80 points. Third

place went to Centre College

with 59 points and
Southwestern at Memphis

laced fourth with 1 points.

The tournament quickly

developed into a contest

between Sewanee and
Washington and Lee. At the

end of the semifinals,

Washington and Lee was just

six points ahead of Sewanee.

Sewanee had a good chance to

win, with a clear shot al first

pla Lghl

Washington and Lee also eight

chances to win first place.

Of Sewanee's eight changes

to place first, four succeeded.

They were: Billy Wayne Man-

ning at 1 34, Kevin Lenahan at

167, Philip Elder al 190, and

Sieve Higgins at Heavyweight.

Both Elder and Higgins pinned

he appo Pour

places. They were; Mike

Maxon at 118, Richard

Lambert at 126, Bo Taylor at

. il, and David Held at 158.

..ishington and Lee had five

urst places and Centre had

this tournament, with an

overall 13-5 season. Centre

was slated for second, with a

6-3 season. Sewanee was

predicted for third, with a 4-5

season. This is the first time

1968 that Sewaneehas

n the tournament.

Champs
(Continued from Page 9)

Of the 48 teams receiving bids

to the tournament, many will

have not have s good a record

ut most of these

quite worthy of

. But a team has

to beat whoever it plays,

whether it be Covenant
College or UTC, and this the

Tigers have done. By playing

and continually getting

inspired to compete against

often poor opposition,

Sewanee has shown class and
has given the University and
the Community something
that everyone should be proud

day
"de-emphasis" of athletics at

Sewanee, this team and these

coaches are to be admired.

In Retrospect

by Mack Fitsgerald

Sewanee finished this

wrestling season with an

overall 4-5 record, an eighth

place in th tough SEIWA
tournament against such

formidable contenders as

Auburn, University of Georgia

and Georgia Tech, and t. 'cond

in the CAC tournament. It is

only the second time in

eighteen years that Sewanee

has had a losing wrestling

Sewanee wrestled her first

meet back in December after

only two weeks of practice. At
(luil i

,
I hoi

wrestle in two weight classes,

automatically awarding twelve

points to the opponents. Of
the ten men who wrestled for

Sewanee in the CAC
tournament, three had never

wrestled competitively before

this year. Five of these men
did not start wrestling with the

team until this semester—

a

month after the first meet.

.ally. the

Sewanee wrestling team were

freshmen. All of this makes a

weak season. They had beaten

Southern Tech twice, along

with Mercer and Bradbury,

and placed second in the CAC
tournament, only eight points

behind the winner. If the

second half of this season is an

indication of Sewanee's ability

to work hard and produce,

then Sewanee should have a

good team next year.

AIR FORCE RECRUITING
TSgt Dan Shaffer will be at

the Student Union on

Thursday, March 1 for the

purpose of talking to

interested college

about the Air Fore

Training Prqgra

Flight

Reynolds of Huntsville, AL, a

recent graduate of the Pilot

Training School who is now an

F-4 Phantom pilot will also be
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Steve Higgins and Coach Moore

basketball court may not be
recognized by the NCAA, but
regardless of the outcome of

this issue, the team deserves

whatever recognition they

Tim',M |

Liquor S,ore

Winchester

TRY A HAMBURGER, FRENCH FRIES,

MILKSHAKE

AND


